
Budgetcard Inc. Product Safety Statement

California Proposition 65 (Prop 65) is the Safe Drinking Water and Toxic 
Enforcement Act of 1986 that applies to all companies doing business in the State of 
California.   This is published as Section 25249.6 of California’s Health and Safety 
Code.  Proposition 65 is intended to warn consumers of potential exposures to 
chemical that are recognized by the State of California as carcinogens and 
reproductive toxins.  Prop 65 applies to all consumer goods sold and/or distributed 
within the state.  This impacts all importers, domestic manufacturers and retailers of 
these items.

Budgetcard takes California’s Prop 65 seriously and has tested all materials.  Since 
we are a manufacturing supplier, all products come from the same sheets of plastic, 
ink/foil, laminated film and coating.  This is what our testing is based on by an 
independent analytical laboratory.  The few items we do not manufacture (liquid 
crystal, ball chains, badge attachments, magnifier wallet card, luggage tag clear 
loop straps and leather straps) have also been individually tested by an independent 
analytical laboratory.

We will continue to monitor California Prop 65 Chemical List making sure new 
Chemicals added do not affect our products.  Our website does contain the proper 
label for the very few items needed (badge attachments, clear loop straps, beaded 
chains and eyelets). Only shipments going into California will contain a label, if 
applicable.

On items that contain any chemical on the Prop 65 banned substance list (that 
exceed the established threshold) a label will be seen on our website and in our
2019 catalog next to each appropriate item.  The label will look like this:

For additional information, please see http://www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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